
VACUUM CNC

CUPS

132 X 132 X 30 mm
Alongside the CG cups of 20 mm, 30 mm and 70 mm gives
the height of the manufacturer (50, 60 and 100 mm).

BS27N-30 MEASURES: 

132 X 132 X 40 mm
Alongside the CG cups of 20 mm gives the height of the 
manufacturer  (60 mm).

BS27N-40 MEASURES: 

132 X 132 X 50 mm
Alongside the CG cups of 50 mm gives the height of the 
manufacturer  (100 mm).

BS27N-50 MEASURES: 

BASES

CG13230T CG10030T CG08030N CG07030N

CG06030N CG05030N CG04030N CG03530N

CG13230P

132 x 132 x 30 132 x 100 x 30 132 x 80 x 30 132 x 70 x 30

132 x 60 x 30 132 x 50 x 30 132 x 40 x 30 132 x 35 x 30

132 x 132 x 30

*(Possibility of making different heights and shapes depending on the customer needs).

A: 132   B: 30   C: 18

VACUUM BLOCK BS27
FOR FLAT TABLES

Vacuum pod for flat table, very versatile thanks to the infinite possibilities of suction surfaces that gives
our system of changing cups.It has a great grip to the bars thanks to its patented rubber by Vacuum cnc.
This model takes advantage of all the improvements of the Vacuum-cnc system.
The plastic material of which it is made protects the tools of braking in case of an accident. Valid for
milling all kinds of materials (derivatives of plastic and wood, crystal etc.)

Standard set (Base + Cup): 132 X 132 X 50 / 60 / 100 mm
(Different heights available)
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VACUUM CNC

CUPS

CLAMPS

132 X 132 X 50 mm
PR27N MEASURES: 

CG13270T CG10070T CG08070N CG07070N

CG06070N CG05070N CG04070N CG03570N

CG13270P

132 x 132 x 70 132 x 100 x 70 132 x 80 x 70 132 x 70 x 70

132 x 60 x 70 132 x 50 x 70 132 x 40 x 70 132 x 35 x 70

132 x 132 x 70
A: 132   B: 70   C: 50

*(Possibility of making different heights and shapes depending on the customer needs).

VACUUM BLOCK BS27
FOR FLAT TABLES

Vacuum pod for flat table, very versatile thanks to the infinite possibilities of suction surfaces that gives
our system of changing cups.It has a great grip to the bars thanks to its patented rubber by Vacuum cnc.
This model takes advantage of all the improvements of the Vacuum-cnc system.
The plastic material of which it is made protects the tools of braking in case of an accident. Valid for
milling all kinds of materials (derivatives of plastic and wood, crystal etc.)
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